
How to edit bios: 

Make sure your device is on bios 323 (Currently the latest and the one used for 
these APCB blocks)

Neoprogrammer -> Detect IC -> Read IC -> Save to dump ->Verify IC 

Once your bios is dumped and verified (You must select verify IC After reading), 
save the file and make a copy as a backup (Store on the cloud if you can to 
always have it safe)

Then do this step again  (You can never be too safe and if you lose your bios 
you will have a brick) and make a second backup

Incase of emergency you can flash the old bios back. 

Once you have your bios, open up your hex editor and open your dumped bios and 
the APCB block you need (Make sure you’re using the right file based on your 
old RAM)

In this tutorial i’m using imhex, which will highlight the changes made to your block, 
in my case red.

Scroll to the block 00528000 and highlight till 0052A0B0 (The end of the block ends with a 
lot of FF) 



Once highlighted the selection on imHex at the bottom should say 0x00528000 - 
0x0052A0B3 (0x20B4 | 8.18kiB) 



Select the APCB file and highlight and copy it all, the section size should be the same 
(0x20B4 | 8.18kiB) if it’s not stop as you could be doing something wrong 



Once copied, paste it into your bios and it should highlight the changes in red:









This is the first APCB Block edit. 

This then will need to be repeated for the block 009B7000 -009B90B0 



Use the same APCB file as before and follow the steps again

 



Save your file as something like RCL71A_modified.bin 

On neoprogrammer wipe your IC and open RCL71A_modified.bin, write it to IC.

Congrats, your bios is now changed.


